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Can Platform Competition Drive Ratings Inflation?
The Impact of Vertical Spillover Effects

(Authors’ names blinded for peer review)

Common 5-star ratings system is a key source of information for consumers trying to decide where to eat,

what products to buy, or which doctor to visit. Therefore, it is not surprising that platform vendors often

want to inflate their ratings to boost sales, but it is less clear why some platform owners let them do so. Biased

ratings diminish the capacity of the platform to match supply and demand effectively and, hence, a platform

owner should act against such ratings inflation. To explain this important dilemma, we study a market in

which both vendors and consumers multihome on several platforms and, consequently, the consumers may

see different average ratings for the same vendors across the platforms. Using incentive aligned experiments

and experiments based on stated preferences method in an online food ordering context, we show that

consumers are more likely to buy from a platform where the chosen vendor is rated higher due to a vertical

spillover effect. Our results suggest that platform owners need to take a threat from hosting lower average

ratings seriously and, at minimum, keep on an eye how competitors govern ratings on their platforms—a

platform that naively invests in countering ratings manipulation risks hurting itself if competitors let their

ratings become inflated. Adopting a common third-party ratings provider across competing platforms or

using alternative ratings systems could work against ratings inflation and make it easier for new platforms

to enter the market. The results contribute to academic literature on spillover effects, platform competition

and online ratings.

Key words : behavioral experiment, multihoming, platform competition, ratings inflation, vertical spillover

effect

1. Introduction

The importance of online ratings has steadily grown as a means by which consumers decide where

to eat, what products to buy, or which doctor to visit. The vast majority of Americans say that

they use ratings to inform their purchases (Turner and Rainie 2020), while another recent study
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found that only 48% of consumers would consider using a local business with a lower than four star

average rating (Murphy 2020). Ratings and qualitative product reviews associated with them allow

consumers to compare products in a way that is not possible in brick-and-mortar setting, or using

mail order catalogs, which is a major advantage for online retail platforms that have become ever

more popular during the global pandemic (Thomas 2021a,b). At the same time, average ratings

are known to be vulnerable to various biases and attempts to artificially boost the numbers by

platform vendors. The latter can contribute to ratings inflation by which average ratings increase

over time threatening to render the standard 5-star ratings system less informative to consumers

on many platforms (Filippas et al. 2020, Kokkodis 2021, Zervas et al. 2020).

A retail platform owner should ideally work against various biases including ratings inflation

to make sure ratings provide accurate information about vendors and item quality to consumers.

However, upward biased ratings and fake reviews can drive sales which means that it is not always

clear what the platform owner will or should do, especially if there are competing platforms vying

for the same consumers (Ananthakrishnan et al. 2020, Aziz et al. 2020, Rietveld and Schilling

2020, Wang et al. 2020). Should the platform owner make an effort to fight the biases or let the

ratings become inflated to avoid being hurt in an increasingly competitive environment? This is

an important dilemma that affects how well retail platforms are able to match supply and demand

in the long run. Food ordering, ride sharing, daily deals, and lodging are just a few examples

of platform-based markets in which consumers can choose between alternative platforms offering

many of the same vendors and items. Recent studies suggest that if both consumers and vendors

multihome, that is, use several platforms simultaneously, then the opportunities of the platform

owner to capture value from their interactions become more precarious than if the platform acts

as the sole gatekeeper between the parties (Bakos and Halaburda 2020, Kim et al. 2017, Rietveld

and Schilling 2020). A platform owner has to take into consideration the fact that consumers can

always take their transactions to a competing platform in case this seems beneficial to them.
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1.1. Motivation

It intuitively makes sense that a retail platform owner does not want its vendors to look better

on the competitor’s platform. A few studies have suggested that average ratings may influence

competition between platforms (Kathuria and Lai 2018, Zervas et al. 2020) and, for instance, Apple

and Google have made it reciprocally easier for developers to implement designs to boost app

ratings on mobile platforms (McGee 2020). Yet, we do not know if there is a real threat from

hosting lower average ratings than the competitor or whether the threat is merely an unfounded

perception. This us due to the almost complete lack of studies trying to identify mechanisms by

which average ratings could impact platform competition. What we know is that vendors tend to

develop legitimate, semi-legitimate and outright fraudulent tactics to boost their ratings, to which

platform owners may (or may not) respond with different countermeasures (Ananthakrishnan et al.

2020, de Langhe et al. 2016). The important unanswered question is whether there is a mechanism

that would actually motivate platform owners to collude with the vendors by letting the ratings

become inflated (Aziz et al. 2020, Filippas et al. 2020, Wang et al. 2020).

Most retail platforms have adopted a standard 5-star ratings system for displaying evaluations

of vendors and their items, which makes it easy for consumers to compare average ratings across

platforms. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) noted already some time ago that “there is nothing to

stop a consumer from using the information provided by a one Web site to inform purchases made

elsewhere” (p. 345). Interestingly, the ratings have also been found to differ across platforms even

for the same vendors (Zervas et al. 2020) or items (Park et al. 2021), which raises a question whether

the diverging ratings could affect the choice of the platform that a consumer chooses to transact

with a vendor. The answer is not trivial since, on the one hand, one would expect that a platform

that provides more accurate product information should be able to match supply and demand

more effectively yet, on the other hand, for instance Sahni (2016) shows that making consumers

more informed about company products can be strategically disadvantageous if the benefits accrue

to competitors due to spillover effects.
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Spillover effects have been studied until now mostly as a horizontal phenomenon between entities

such as products, service, or companies that occupy the same vertical position in the value chain

(e.g. Borah and Tellis 2016, Janakiraman et al. 2009, Kumar et al. 2018b, Roehm and Tybout

2006). By contrast, we hypothesize based on the work of Li and Agarwal (2017) that the way in

which digital retail platforms integrates vendors, their items, and delivery into a unified overall

consumption experience can give rise to a vertical spillover effect that affects platform choice.

The vertical spillover effect would imply that consumers prefer to order from a platform where a

vendor or item is rated higher even if they will get exactly the same item regardless of the platform

choice. This may happen when a consumer checks a product or service simultaneously on multiple

platforms to learn about it and then purchases it on a platform where the item or its vendor is rated

higher, or in a less obvious manner, when a consumer first encounters an item on one platform

but foregoes the purchase due to its low rating, and then later sees the item on another platform

where it is rated higher and now proceeds with the purchase. Importantly, the existence of vertical

spillover effects do not entail that the overall consumption experience would be identical between

the platforms (which it probably never is), only that consumers have a tendency to order from a

platform where the chosen vendor or item is rated higher.

1.2. Research Question

In order to strategically design and govern their ratings systems, platform owners need to know

whether there can be a vertical spillover effect from average ratings to platform choice. To study

this, we ask the following research question: Do diverging average ratings for the same vendor

across platforms influence the choice of the platform used to purchase from the vendor? Based

on the above discussion, the answer is not obvious and has important managerial implications.

The diverging average ratings should not affect the platform choice above and beyond a priori

preference for a particular platform, since the consumer can expect to get the same item regardless

of the platform they use for conducting the transaction. However, the possibility of vertical spillover

effects suggests that vendor ratings can also taint the platform itself and hence affect platform
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choice. This would provide the platform owner an incentive to let the ratings become inflated,

whereas the immediate impact of vertical spillovers from average ratings to platform choice may

seem innocuous to the consumers who receive, after all, the same item. Yet, progressive ratings

inflation will diminish the value of ratings as a source of information that enables consumers to

make successful purchases if the ratings become compressed toward the maximum value (Aziz et al.

2020, Filippas et al. 2020, Kokkodis 2021).

We conduct an experimental study in a restaurant food delivery setting using a combination of

incentive aligned behavioral experiments and experiments based on stated preferences method with

different subject pools: undergraduate students and Amazon mTurk workers. In each experiment,

subjects choose simultaneously a restaurant and a platform they want to use to place a delivery

order from that restaurant. For some of the restaurants, the average rating varies between platforms

whereas for others the average rating is the same between the platforms. We design the experiments

so that they control for different platform attributes and, importantly, possible a priori preference

for one or the other platform among the subjects.

For the platforms, we choose Yelp and GrubHub. These two platforms share the same deliv-

ery system, and therefore the subjects should expect to get exactly the same food and delivery

experience regardless of the platform they choose. In other words, subjects must realize that the

difference in ratings of the same restaurant between two platforms does not signal the difference in

service provided by the platforms themselves. This isolates the impact of diverging average ratings

on platform choice and, hence, allows us to identify the presence of a vertical spillover effect. We

also conduct a supplementary study to look for the possible mediation effect of the number of rat-

ings, since a common reason for diverging average ratings between platforms is random variation

due to a small number of ratings.

The results show that diverging average ratings between platforms impact platform choice. The

subjects tend to choose the platform where the chosen restaurant is rated higher even when it

should be obvious that food quality and delivery experience will be the same regardless of the
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platform they choose. This is explained as a vertical spillover effect and suggests that it may be

disadvantageous for a platform to counter ratings inflation unless the competing platforms can be

made to reciprocate the actions. Platform owners are thus required to balance between maintaining

the integrity of ratings and trying to avoid strategic mistakes in competition with other platforms.

The results have important managerial implications and suggest that a regulatory intervention or

restructuring of some sort will be needed to maintain the integrity of the 5-star system in the

long run. For instance, it may be necessary to separate rating systems from platforms to a third

party that is not positioned to benefit from ratings inflation. Also, contrary to some earlier findings

(REFs), we find no evidence of a moderation effect by the number of ratings in our setting. The

subjects appear to ignore the number of ratings and be guided by the average rating even when it

is based on only one data point.

Finally, the way our study combines a stated preferences method and incentive aligned experi-

ments allows us to discuss the relative merits of the two methods for studying consumer reactions

to online ratings. The stated preferences method can often be used where experiments involving the

observation of real behavior are not feasible, yet there is a concern that the preferences expressed

by survey respondents may differ from their real behavior. To this end, there is evidence that

subjects perceive hypothetical and real choices differently. For example, Chartrand et al. (2008,

study 3) found that priming participants with real versus hypothetical choices result in significantly

different subsequent behavior. Consequently, it is recommend that one should not rely on stated

preferences data unless it has been shown that behavior in the setting can be inferred using hypo-

thetical incentives (Katok 2011).1 We find that the results of the stated preferences method are

remarkably consistent with the incentive aligned experiments, although the data from the former

1 For instance, subjects in a stated preferences study may try maximize their utility by completing the experimental

task as quickly as possible, without taking time to process the information provided. A study based on stated

preferences could therefore mistakenly conclude that consumers fail to realize that the difference in the average rating

for the same product on different platforms should be attributed to randomness, while they were just not motivated

to carefully consider the setup.
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are somewhat noisier than from the latter. The stated preferences method would therefore seem

applicable for studying consumer reactions to the familiar 5-star ratings system.

2. Literature Review

In this section, we first summarize relevant findings on online ratings and why they may diverge

between platforms, and then consider known mechanisms that push ratings to become inflated.

Second, we review literature on platform competition and summarize a few available papers on

how the 5-star system influences the competition. Each subsection concludes with a distinct gap

in the literate that we target with our study.

2.1. Diverging Ratings Across Platforms

The valence, volume, and variability of ratings and reviews from fellow consumers have a major

impact on people’s purchase decisions in the online environment (Babic Rosario et al. 2016, Blal

and Sturman 2014, Floyd et al. 2014, Forman et al. 2008, Li 2018, Sun 2012, Watson et al. 2018, You

et al. 2015, Zimmermann et al. 2018). Studies show that average ratings can reflect the perceived

quality of vendors and their items remarkably well (de Matos et al. 2016, Gao et al. 2015, Siering

and Janze 2019) but also that the ratings can become variously biased (Hu et al. 2009, Nosko and

Tadelis 2015, Saifee et al. 2020) and that consumers often have difficulties in interpreting ratings

correctly (de Langhe et al. 2016, Yin et al. 2016). Interestingly, recent studies reveal that the same

vendors and items are often rated differently across platforms despite identical objective quality: for

instance, Zervas et al. (2020) show that cross-listed properties tend to be rated higher on AirBnB

than on TripAdvisor, and Park et al. (2021) compare products sold by both Amazon and BestBuy

finding that these are rated differently across platforms. The diverging ratings for the same item

result from a combination of factors including heterogeneous consumer tastes (Zimmermann et al.

2018), fake or strategic reviewing (Ho et al. 2017, Kumar et al. 2018b, 2019, Sahoo et al. 2018,

Wang et al. 2020), managerial interventions (Ananthakrishnan et al. 2020, Kumar et al. 2018a),

and sequential and temporal dynamics (Godes and Silva 2012, Lee et al. 2015, Moe and Schweidel

2012, Park et al. 2021) that affect the body of ratings differently on different platforms.
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Ratings inflation has recently received increasing attention among different types of biases that

affect ratings as it can potentially threaten an entire ratings system (Filippas et al. 2020). Ratings

inflation means that average ratings increase over time and lose their variance as they become

compressed toward the maximum value (Aziz et al. 2020, Hu et al. 2009, Kokkodis 2021). The

phenomenon can increase platform sales in the short term, whereas in the long term ratings inflation

threatens to render ratings uninformative by diminishing the capacity of the system to signal

relevant differences between the vendors or their items. Lee and Kai (2020) find in their literature

review four mechanisms driving ratings inflation: social herding, self-selection bias, the under-

reporting of negative experiences, corporate manipulation of ratings (see also Fradkin et al. 2015).

We note that all these are related to reviewers or vendors and, hence, only account for push toward

higher average ratings. However, the mechanisms cannot explain why platform owners may want

to let the ratings become inflated. Our study aims to fill this gap in the literature by assessing the

impact of average ratings on platform competition.

2.2. Platform Competition When Both Sides Multihome

Retail platforms increasingly operate in markets where there are multiple strong contenders

manoeuvring for competitive advantage (Huotari et al. 2017, Rietveld and Schilling 2020, Schilling

2002). Food delivery, ride sharing, and lodging are just a few examples of industries where platform

owners need to pay close attention to competitors as their vendors and consumers are typically

present on multiple competing platforms (Bakos and Halaburda 2020, Kim et al. 2017). Under

these circumstances, when both sides of the platform multihome, the consumers can use alternative

platforms to transact with any particular vendor. This makes platform owner’s opportunities to

capture value from platform interactions precarious as the platform loses its position as the sole

gatekeeper between the parties. However, whether the average ratings may affect platform choice

(competition) under these circumstances remains an open question—we find only a few studies on

the impact of ratings and reviews on platform competition. This is surprising given their substantial

impact on consumer purchase decisions.
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Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) analyze the impact of diverging average ratings on sales and find

that a higher average rating for a book on a platform results in more sales as compared to a

competing platform with a lower rating for the same book. The authors do not discuss whether

the diverging average ratings affect consumer choice between the platforms, but they note that

“there is nothing to stop a consumer from using the information provided by one Web site to

inform purchases made elsewhere” (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006, p. 345). Kathuria and Lai (2018)

argue that the body of ratings and reviews is a strategic asset in platform competition and discuss

their portability across platforms from a legal perspective. The authors point out that a dominant

platform tends to have more reviews and, “other things being equal, users will prefer a platform

that has a larger number of reviews” (p. 1294), which gets indirect support from by studies showing

the impact of review volume on sales (Babic Rosario et al. 2016, Floyd et al. 2014, You et al. 2015,

Watson et al. 2018). Despite these insights, neither of the studies delve into mechanisms that could

explain how online ratings and reviews affect platform competition. We aim to fill this gap in the

literature by theorizing and empirically identifying a vertical spillover effect from diverging average

ratings to platform choice. This is an important shortcoming in the literature for the presence of

a vertical spillover mechanism could motivate platform owners to let ratings become inflated and,

hence, threaten the integrity of the standard 5-star system.

3. Spillover Effects

Spillover effects are externalities by which an event in one context influences another event in a

proximate but essentially unrelated context. They can result from different underlying mechanisms

(Liang et al. 2019). For instance, a product recall due to a defective component can obviously

taint the perceptions of the recalled product, but they have also been found to have a negative

halo on the perceptions of other similar products even if these do not necessarily use the same

component (Borah and Tellis 2016). The transfer of negative evaluation from a product-context

to another may be unwarranted but it nevertheless affects the sales of other similar products.

Beyond such a transfer of factual evaluations between seemingly similar things, Xu and Schwarz
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(2018) explain spillover effects with behavioral mind-sets that consumers transfer between contexts,

that is, “spillover effects of mind-sets are expected when the procedures activated by previous goal-

directed activities facilitate goal pursuit on a subsequent task” (p. 52). Thus, it is not always the

actual evaluation but the comparative behavioral disposition that consumers carry over to another

context. The latter can notably explain spillover effects between different types of things.

Information systems and marketing research have analyzed spillover effects from consumer per-

ceptions of a product, service, or a company to the sales of other entities in the same category (e.g.,

Borah and Tellis 2016, Janakiraman et al. 2009, Roehm and Tybout 2006, Sahni 2016). Spillovers

have also been found in the context of online ratings and reviews. Jabr and Zheng (2014) study

spillover effects from the reviews of competing products to a focal product, which is extended by

Pavlou et al. (forthcoming) who use a market basket approach to study how perceptions from

the reviews of co-visited products spill over to the purchase decision of the focal product. Kumar

et al. (2018a) investigate a spillover effect from management responses to the reviews of company

products to the competitors of the company. In all of these cases, spillovers happen horizontally

between entities that occupy the same position in the value chain and could thus be explained as

a halo from a thing to another in the same category. In this paper, we extend the idea of spillover

effects to a setting in which consumer evaluations are transferred between two different types of

entities.

We argue that the way in which digital platforms integrate different parts of the value chain

into a unified consumer experience and thus ’invert’ the firm (Parker et al. 2017) can give rise to

vertical spillover effects between entities that occupy different positions in the value chain. To this

end, Li and Agarwal (2017) suggest the presence of such spillovers that happen along the value

chain, that is, from a first-party app to third party apps and Liang et al. (2019) find that editorial

recommendations of mobile apps on one platform spill over to the sales of the same app on different

platforms. However, we find no studies that would directly address potential spillovers from the

evaluations of platform vendors or their items to the platform itself. The possibility of such vertical
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spillovers is theoretically interesting and may affect how retail platform owners should govern their

vendors. We find it intuitive that the average ratings of the vendors and their items listed on a

retail platform could also taint the perceptions of the platform itself—consumers are known to

be susceptible to cognitive biases when interpreting ratings information (de Langhe et al. 2016,

Katsamakas and Madany 2019, Nosko and Tadelis 2015) and, in a competitive environment, this

could affect their platform choice.

In our empirical setting, the presence of a vertical spillover effect would mean that consumers

are not only more likely to buy from a vendor that have higher average ratings, but that they

are also more likely to buy from a platform where the vendor is rated higher as compared to a

competing platform where the same vendor is also present but has a lower average rating. The

vertical spillover effect can thus result in demand shifting from a platform to another either by

a direct platform choice or indirectly as we have discussed above. To investigate the existence of

a vertical spillover effect, we study a restaurant food delivery setting that offers a good example

of a complex service system behind a uniform platform front end: restaurants prepare meals that

are delivered by companies such as Deliveroo, DoorDash or GrubHub, while the two (meal and

delivery) are usually bundled together and sold by a platform such as Waiter.com, Yelp or, again,

GrubHub which may collect their own ratings or source these from another platform.

We specifically assume that vertical spillovers may emerge as follows. To order a meal, a consumer

must choose from which restaurant they want to order. This activates a behavioral mind-set that

makes comparative procedures and the signal from average vendor ratings cognitively highly salient

to the consumer (Xu and Schwarz 2018). If the consumer then retains the same comparative mind-

set with respect to a platform choice, as we would expect, but also uses the now false signal from

diverging average vendor ratings between platforms from the previous choice context, then the

vendor ratings spill over to platform choice.

4. Methodology

We study platform choice in an online food delivery setting using a similar approach to Wu et al.

(2021) who deploy a combination of stated preferences and incentive aligned experiments to study
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online ratings. The food delivery setting is particularly suitable for incentive aligned experiments

because i) it allows to set a uniform monetary value for rewards that the subjects receive, ii)

it provides the subjects with a flexibility to choose goods, that is, rewards that are likely to be

desirable for them, and iii) we can ensure that the subjects cannot transfer their rewards or return

them to the vendor in exchange for cash.

In our design we particularly focus on the realism of decision variables: we attempt to make

sure that the subjects trust the information we provide them and they are confident that their

choices affect their rewards in a way we specify in the instructions, while we are less concerned

about the realism of the interface in which the choice is made. Because of this, we present the

subjects with true information about the local restaurants which they can choose for the food

order, but we display this information in a structured survey interface which allows us to control

the experimental environment.

We choose Yelp and GrubHub as the platforms. These are two well-known competitors in the

food delivery market in the US. Both platforms use the same GrubHub delivery service, which

means that consumers receive the same meal and delivery experience regardless of the platform

choice. We select several restaurants that deliver in the area where the incentive aligned laboratory

experiments are conducted and pair the restaurants so that one of the restaurants has diverg-

ing average ratings across the platforms, while the other has the same average rating on both

platforms.2 The restaurant with consistent average ratings across platforms serves as a control: it

allows us to control for a priori preference for one of the platforms among the subjects. Adding

the control restaurant also addresses a possible experimenter’s demand effect by obscuring from

the subjects that we are actually interested in their choice between the platforms (Camerer 2015).

We refer to the two restaurants as the Divergent Ratings Restaurant and the Control Restaurant.

2 In the sample of 223 restaurants collected for the area where our incentive aligned experiments took place, 207

restaurants are rated on both Yelp and GrubHub. The average rating diverges by at least 0.5 points for 160 restaurants

(77.3%) between the platforms.
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In order to separate the effect of average ratings from other factors that are present in a platform

user interface, we present the subjects with minimal information needed to make an informed deci-

sion, which is retrieved from Yelp and GrubHub restaurant pages: a restaurant cuisine description,

average rating, and delivery hours (subjects are allowed to schedule a delivery for a later time

during the day). This also eliminates potential problems associated with some the nuisance factors

present in the user interface changing over the duration of the experiment.

To avoid the branding or prior knowledge of the restaurants influencing the results, we label

the restaurant choices (rows) as Restaurant 1 and Restaurant 2 in the data collection instrument

implemented in Qualtrics (see Appendix). In the incentive aligned studies, the actual restaurant

names are revealed only after the subjects have made their choice and completed a demographic

survey. In the stated preferences studies, we keep the setting as close as possible to the incentive

aligned study; we show the subjects the same restaurant descriptions and delivery hours, and ask

them to imagine a scenario in which they want to order food from one of the two restaurants using

either Yelp or GrubHub.

4.1. Treatments

We implement a between-subject design in which each subject faces only one combination of

treatment variables and makes exactly one decision. This approach avoids potential issues due to

natural anchoring that can happen when a subject makes subsequent choices (Charness et al. 2012),

which is not present in reality as consumers do not usually place multiple food orders immediately

one after another. The treatment (focus) variable is the ratings for Restaurant 1 and Restaurant 2

on Yelp and GrubHub. Next, we discuss these together with our randomization approach to deal

with nuisance variables.

4.1.1. Focus Variable. The focus variable of our experimental design is the average restau-

rant rating in the 5-star system, which is a straightforward one-dimensional metric that most

platforms display prominently to summarize consumer evaluations of vendors or their items. We do

not consider the content of reviews or the distribution of the individual ratings. Neither Yelp nor
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Table 1 Studies.

Study Method Subject pool n Reward Setting and time period

1 Stated preferences Business majors 301 Course credit Online, Fall 2019

2 Incentive aligned Staff & students 29 Meal order In-person lab, Fall 2019—Spring 2020

3 Stated preferences mTurk workers 608 $2 Online, June 2020

4 Incentive aligned Staff & students 26 Meal order Online lab, Fall 2019

5 Stated preferences mTurk workers $2 Online,

GrubHub shows ratings distribution to consumers and, while review content can affect consumer

choice, their effect can be difficult to interpret and generalize as they are often subject to nontrivial

interaction effects (Vana and Lambrecht 2021, Cho et al. 2021). Most importantly, such factors

are secondary from the perspective of our aim to identify a vertical spillover effect from average

restaurant ratings to platform choice. However, we perform an additional study to check for the

effect of the number of individual ratings upon which the rating average is calculated.

We choose the restaurants so that the Control Restaurant has the same average rating on both

platforms, whereas theDivergent Ratings Restaurant is rated higher than the Control Restaurant on

one platform and lower than the Control Restaurant on the other platform. We refer to the platform

where the Divergent Ratings Restaurant has a higher average rating as the High Rating Platform

and the platform where the restaurant has a lower average rating as the Low Rating Platform.

To control for the possible interaction between the platform and the average rating variables, we

include two possible conditions: the High Rating Platform can be either Yelp (YelpHigh treatments)

or GrubHub (GrubHubHigh treatments). Note, again, that the quality of the food and the delivery

will be the same for the same restaurant regardless of platform choice. We emphasize this on the

decision screen and, if the subjects act accordingly, the platform choice should be independent of

the choice of the restaurant. By contrast, if we find that the platform choice is not independent

of the choice of the restaurant, this means that the restaurant ratings spill over to the platform

choice.

In the incentive aligned experiments, we need to use information for actual restaurants that

deliver to the location where the experiment is conducted. In GrubHubHigh condition, the Divergent
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Ratings Restaurant is Pizza & Grill (PG) restaurant. The restaurant has an average rating 3.5 on

Yelp and 4.5 on GrubHub. The Control Restaurant is Coffee & Pizza (CP) restaurant that has

an average rating 4.0 on both platforms. In YelpHigh condition, the Divergent Ratings Restaurant

is Middle Eastern (ME) restaurant. The restaurant has an average rating 4.5 on Yelp and 3.5 on

GrubHub. The Control Restaurant is Sandwiches (SW) restaurant that has an average rating 4.0

on both platforms. Note that Y elpHigh and GrubHubHigh treatments are symmetric in a sense

that they have 4.5 and 3.5 average ratings for the Divergent Ratings Restaurant and 4.0 average

rating for the Control Restaurant on both platforms.

We also perform an additional incentive aligned experiment to verify the robustness of our

findings. In this study, the combination of average ratings is slightly different: the Divergent Ratings

Restaurant is El Rincon Latino (RL) that has an average rating 5.0 on Yelp and 4.0 on GrubHub.

The Control Restaurant is Calle Del Sabor (CS) that has an average rating 4.5 on both Yelp and

GrubHub. We thus call the experiment YelpHigh2.To summarize, in the incentive alignment study

we have three treatments: GrubHubHigh, YelpHigh, and YelpHigh2, which we implement by using

three different combinations of local restaurants.

In the stated preferences studies, we are not tied to real restaurant information, but we keep the

setup as close as possible to the incentive aligned study to make the results easily comparable. For

this reason, we use the descriptions for Middle Eastern (ME) and Sandwiches (SW) restaurant

pair from the incentive aligned experiments, but we randomly reassign the average ratings so that

for some of the subjects the High Rating Platform is Yelp, and for the others it is GrubHub. Just

like in the incentive aligned treatments Y elpHigh and GrubHubHigh, we have 4.5 and 3.5 average

ratings for the Divergent Ratings Restaurant and 4.0 average rating for the Control Restaurant on

both platforms. The random assignment of average ratings to the restaurant–platform combination

allows us to control for a possible interaction between the restaurant type and the ratings difference,

since the restaurants are equally likely to have diverging ratings in the stated preferences study.

Since the average rating is our focus variable that we manipulate between the platforms, we

label the corresponding four treatments according to the restaurant–platform combination that has
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the highest 4.5 average rating: ME&G, ME&Y, SW&G, SW&Y in the stated preferences study.

For example, in ME&G treatment, the Divergent Ratings Restaurant is the Middle Eastern (ME)

restaurant and the High Rating Platform is GrubHub (G). In other words, ME&G treatment label

means that ME restaurant has 4.5 average rating on GrubHub and 3.5 average rating on Yelp,

while the SW restaurant has 4.0 average rating on both platforms. In the next section, we provide

details on how we handle nuisance variables by randomization.

4.1.2. Randomization. We are interested in whether the diverging average ratings for the

same vendor across platforms can affect platform choice even if the difference does not suggest

a difference in the quality of the purchased item or its delivery. Therefore, the experiments are

designed so that the quality of the choice options remains constant regardless of the value of our

focus variable, that is, the average rating associated with the restaurant on a specific platform.

However, we also need to control for a few other factors beyond the focus variable that can affect the

choice of the restaurant–platform pair in our experimental design. To begin with, the subjects may

have a priori preference for a particular platform. We account for such preferences by observing

the conditional probabilities of choosing one platform over another for those subjects who choose

the Control Restaurant and using these as the baseline for comparing the conditional probabilities

for those subjects who choose the Divergent Ratings Restaurant.

Furthermore, we note that the order in which the restaurants and the platforms are presented in

our web form layout, slightly differing restaurant category descriptions between the two platforms,

and that Yelp stops accepting delivery orders 15 minutes earlier than GrubHub could influence

subjects’ choices. To avoid picking up effects from such nuisance factors, we randomly shuffle

these between the treatments as follows. In the incentive aligned study, we vary the order of the

restaurants (both restaurants are equally likely to be labelled as ’Restaurant 1’ or ’Restaurant

2’) and the order of the platforms (both platforms are equally likely to be presented in the left

or the right column of the table) without compromising the realism of the treatments. In the

stated preferences study, we can perform a comprehensive randomization by further varying the
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following factors. We randomly swap the platform on which the Divergent Ratings Restaurant is

rated higher, the category descriptions for each of the two restaurants (four possible combinations),

and the delivery hours (either Yelp or GrubHub closes 15 minutes earlier) between platforms. We

implement the randomization by assigning a random treatment to each subject in real time to

eliminate any systematic composition of subjects to a specific treatment, including the potential

confounding effect of demographic factors.

4.2. Participants

The study subjects are recruited from three different pools. For the stated preferences method

experiments, we use i) undergraduate business majors in a Northern American university who were

offered a course credit for participating in the study during Fall 2019 semester, and ii) US-located

Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk) workers who received $2 reward for completing the survey in

June 2020. These two pools of subjects participated in the stated preferences experiments online

from their own private location.

For the incentive aligned experiments, we iii) recruited subjects using both announcements posted

on the SONA system and printed advertising posted on the campus information boards. Any

student, faculty, or staff member were eligible to participate. The lab sessions for the incentive

aligned study treatments Y elpHigh and GubHubHigh were conducted in person during Fall 2019

and Spring 2020 semesters, and Y elpHigh2 treatment was conducted in Fall 2021 via Zoom, due

to the restrictions imposed by the global pandemic. Zoom sessions were identical to the in-person

sessions, except that a participant had to forward the menu selections and the delivery address

to the researcher via Zoom chat, and the researcher then placed that order and made a payment.

The subjects in the incentive aligned study received no other reward than the food order that they

placed during the study.

5. Results

The findings consistently show that consumers’ platform choice is affected by diverging average

vendor ratings across platforms.
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5.1. Study 1

There is a total of 301 undergraduate students who participated in our first stated preferences

study. The upper row in Figure 1 summarizes the subjects’ choices for each of the four treatments.

To begin with, we observe that the subjects have clear a priori preference for GrubHub over

Yelp—the subjects who choose the Control Restaurant prefer to place the order through GrubHub.

We compare the proportion of subjects who choose GrubHub over Yelp for Control Restaurant

and Divergent Restaurant in order to assess whether the platform choice is independent from the

restaurant choice.

Recall that under our null hypothesis the platform choice is independent of the restaurant choice.

If this would be true, the relative heights of the paired yellow and green bars would the same or

very similar in each tab. This is clearly not the case. The subjects’ platform choice is dependent of

their restaurant choice and, importantly, the direction of the differences consistently shows that the

subjects who choose Divergent Ratings Restaurant prefer to place their orders through a platform

where the restaurant is rated higher. This suggests a presence of a spillover effect from the average

restaurant rating to the platform choice. We further assess whether the differences in proportions

are statistically significant by chi-squared tests and find that all treatments are significant at least

on 10% level. p-values for each treatment is shown in the respective tab in Figure 1.

5.2. Study 2

In the second study, we shift to an incentive aligned experiment to assess whether the results hold

when the subjects incentives are aligned with the study aims. The experiments are considerably

more laborious to run as compared to the stated preferences method and therefore we have fewer

subjects in the experiments. However, since the subjects incentives should now be better aligned

with the aims of the experiment, we should be able to observe a significant deviation from the null

hypothesis in a much smaller sample. We assign 13 subjects to YelpHigh treatment and 16 subjects

to GrubHubHigh treatments in an in-person lab setting. The left and middle panels in Table 2 show

the number of subjects who chose each option in each treatment in Study 2, with the average rating
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Figure 1 Subject choices in stated preferences studies 1 and 3

for the corresponding platform–restaurant combination shown in brackets. The conditional proba-

bility estimates are, for Y elpHigh treatment p̂Y elp|ME = 0.714, which is greater than p̂Y elp|SW = 0,

and for GrubHubHigh treatment, p̂Y elp|PG = 0.091, which is smaller than p̂Y elp|CP = 0.2. The results

suggest that the platform choice is dependent on the restaurant choice, which is consistent with

the presence of a vertical spillover effect.

Table 2 Subject choices in incentive aligned studies 2 and 4

Y elpHigh

Yelp GrubHub

ME 5 (⋆ 4.5) 2 (⋆ 3.5)

SW 0 (⋆ 4.0) 6 (⋆ 4.0)

GrubHubHigh

Yelp GrubHub

P&G 1 (⋆3.5) 10 (⋆4.5)

C&P 1 (⋆4.0) 4 (⋆4.0)

Y elpHigh2

Yelp GrubHub

RL 5 (⋆ 5) 6 (⋆ 4)

CS 1 (⋆ 4.5) 14 (⋆ 4.5)

To test the independence of the platform choice from the restaurant choice statistically, we use

Pearson’s Chi-squared test with p-values obtained by Monte Carlo simulation with 106 replicates
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which is an appropriate approach for small samples (Lin et al. 2015). The results are significant at

5% level for YelpHigh (p-value 0.0210) treatment but not significant for GrubHubHigh (p-value ≈ 1)

treatment.3 Note that it is considerably harder to detect a significant difference in the GrubHubHigh

treatment due to strong a priori preference for GrubHub among the subjects—we have only two

subjects who chose the Control Restaurant and the Yelp platform. However, the direction of the

effect in GrubHubHigh treatment is similar to the other treatment and the findings from Study 1,

and thus consistent with the presence of a vertical spillover effect.

5.3. Study 3

In the third study, we again use a stated preferences method but with a different subject pool to

account for the possibility of a certain type of campus subjects or the locations driving the results,

and to extend our results regarding the number of ratings on which the average ratings is based.

We use US-based mTurk 608 workers who receive a $2 reward for participating in our study.

First, we replicate our results about platform choice in new subject pool using a different type of

reward. The lower row in Figure 1 summarizes the subjects’ choices for each of the four treatments.

The results are remarkably similar to Study 1 and 2. We again observe that the subjects have a

priori preference for GrubHub over Yelp and that the subjects’ platform choice is dependent of

their restaurant choice. This is confirmed by chi-squared tests showing that all but one treatment

is significant on 5% level. The direction of the differences consistently shows that the subjects who

choose Divergent Ratings Restaurant prefer to place their orders through a platform where the

restaurant is rated higher. Therefore, despite different methods, subject pools, and rewards in the

three studies, the choice patterns are remarkably similar and consistent with the vertical spillover

effect.

Second, until now we have excluded as many nuisance factors as possible to isolate the effect of

average ratings (valence) on platform choice. These include the number of ratings (volume) that

3 Fisher exact test that is also commonly used with small sample sizes (Hyndman and Embrey, 2017) gives very

similar results: YelpHigh p-value is 0.0210, YelpHigh2 p-value is 0.0539, and GrubHubHigh p-value ≈ 1.
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have been shown to affect consumer behavior. Yet, when choosing the restaurants for our study

we observed that diverging ratings across platforms often occur when the restaurant is new to

the platform and it has not yet had time to accumulate ratings. Diverging average ratings across

platforms may thus be an artifact of variation is a small sample. If the subjects perceive that the

sample is too small to provide a reliable estimate of the restaurant quality, the number of ratings

should mitigate the spillover effect that we observe in our experiments. Therefore, we conduct an

additional stated preferences study where we try to establish if the number of ratings affects our

subject’s choices. We present the subjects with the following scenario:

”Imagine that you are offered a choice between $3 in cash and a [g] gift card towards delivery

from a certain restaurant (”Restaurant X”). On Yelp, Restaurant X has an average rating of

[r] stars, based on [n] ratings What do you choose?”

Our focus variable is the number of ratings n that takes one of the values: 1, 3, or 15. To observe

if the direction of the effect of the number of ratings is different for high and low rated restaurants,

we have Low Rating Condition where the average rating r is 2.0, and High Rating Condition where

the average rating r is 4.0. To ensure that a sufficient percentage of subjects select each option,

we adjust the corresponding values of the gift card g to be $50 in Low Rating Condition and $20

in High Rating Condition. The stated values of the gift cards and cash were established based on

a pilot study so that a reasonable proportion of subjects would choose cash versus a gift card. In

this part of the study, we implement a within-subject design, where some of the subjects face the

Low Rating Condition first, while others faces the High Rating Condition first. In each of the two

conditions the number of ratings n is drawn independently from the three possible values. Thus,

we have a full factorial design (2 × 3) with two average rating conditions combined with three

conditions based on a different number of ratings.

We recruit a total of 491 subjects through mTurk, each participating in both average rating

conditions in a random order. Figure 3 shows the percentage of subjects who chose the restaurant
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Figure 2 The impact of the number of ratings on the choice between a gift card and a cash reward

gift card in each treatment. In both average rating conditions, the percentage of subjects who choose

the restaurant slightly increases with the number of reviews but the differences are statistically

insignificant. Also, note that in Low Rating condition we would not expect the number of subjects

who choose the gift card to increase as the average rating becomes a more reliable signal of low

quality.

If differences exist, they are very small: comparing the treatments with 1 and 15 ratings, we

find that the 95% confidence interval between the proportion of subjects who chose the gift card

and cash is between -0.084 and 0.121 in Low Average Rating condition and between -0.046 and

0.136 in High Average Rating condition. Overall, the number of ratings appears to have very little

impact on the probability of subjects choosing the restaurant gift card rather than opting out and

taking the cash. We conclude that the number of ratings does not appear to mediate the impact of

average ratings in the current setting. The fact that diverging ratings across platforms can have an

impact on platform choice even if the average rating is based on just a few ratings is concerning,

as it suggests that the vertical spillover effect could make harder for new platforms to enter the

market as consumers do not give them the benefit of doubt against incumbents who have already

established high valence and volume of ratings.
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5.4. Study 4

In the fourth study, we want to further increase the robustness of our findings using a different set

of ratings values. We recruited 26 university staff and students and assigned them to YelpHigh2

treatment in online lab sessions to test if the result hold using a different set of average rating

values. The right panel in Table 2 shows the number of subjects who chose each option in Study 4,

with the average rating for the corresponding platform–restaurant combination shown in brackets.

Again, the results show that the platform choice is dependent on the restaurant choice as the

subjects who choose Divergent Ratings Restaurant prefer to place their orders through a platform

where the restaurant is rated higher, which is consistent with the presence of a vertical spillover

effect. Similarly to Study 2, we use Pearson’s Chi-squared test with p-values obtained by Monte

Carlo simulation with 106 replicates and find that the results are significant at 10% level (p-value

0.0545). Note that the study was conducted in Fall 2021 showing that the vertical spillover effect

can still be observed regardless of any changes to the consumer online ordering habits due to the

global pandemic.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

It is well known that the standard 5-star ratings system has a major impact on consumer behavior

and it has been suggested that the ratings may also have an impact on the competition between

platforms (e.g., Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006, Kathuria and Lai 2018). However, no study has

until now identified mechanisms by which the 5-star system would directly influence platform

competition. Our study fills this gap by focusing on the impact of diverging average ratings across

platforms on platform choice. We conduct a series of experiments using different methods and

subject pool showing that consumers are more likely to transact with a vendor on a platform where

the vendor is rated higher, even if the diverging ratings may not signal any difference in the overall

consumption experience. We explain this by a vertical spillover effect as the evaluations of vendors

spill over to perceptions about the quality of competing platforms. The results have important

managerial an regulatory implications, and allow us to make contributions to literature on spillover

effects, platform competition, and online ratings. Finally, we reflect upon methodological differences

between the incentive aligned and stated preferences studies in the context of online ratings.
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6.1. Managerial Implications

Our results show that a threat from hosting lower average ratings than competing platforms is real

when both sides of the platform multihome, since consumers prefer to transact on a platform where

the chosen vendor or item is rated higher. Consequently, platform owners need to manage their

ratings systems strategically.In the following, we consider managerial and broader implications to

practice from our results.

First, whenever both vendors and consumers multihome on competing platforms, a platform

owner needs to balance between safeguarding the integrity of ratings and not ending up providing

a virtual showroom to competitors. The platform owner should therefore to keep on an eye how

competing platforms govern their ratings and react if it seems that a competitor adopts a substan-

tially more relaxed approach to dealing with vendor attempts to artificially boost their ratings. For

instance, a platform owner may want to follow a sample of vendors on their own and competitors’

platforms. If the valence and volume of ratings and reviews in the sample evolves differently on

different platforms, the platform owner may need to decide to let the ratings become inflated along

with the competition or, perhaps, consider adopting an alternative ratings system to avoid the

competitive disadvantage from the vertical spillover effect.

Second, research shows that multidimensional ratings systems offer some advantages over the

standard 5-star system (Chen et al. 2018, Kokkodis 2021, Schneider et al. 2021, Tunc et al.),

and suggests that under certain conditions it may not be beneficial to a retailer to implement a

word-of-mouth system at all (Huang et al. 2019). Platform owners could also try different ratings

cardinalities or base their word-of-mouth system more on the qualitative reviews (Jiang and Guo

2015, Lee and Kai 2020). However, adopting any alternative to the standard 5-star system is

probably a feasible option to new entrants whose vendors do not yet have established their ratings

on the platform.

Third, while increasing competition generally benefits consumers, our results show that compe-

tition between platforms that use the standard 5-star system can drive platform owners to govern
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their ratings in a way that results in ratings inflation. The risk is that inflated ratings negatively

affect consumers’ capacity to make successful purchases and, consequently, erode trust in the 5-star

system in general. The effects of ratings inflation can already be seen on some major platforms such

as AirBnB (Zervas et al. 2020), eBay (Nosko and Tadelis 2015), Uber (REF), and certain online

labor platforms (Kokkodis 2021), where average vendor ratings have become clearly compressed

toward the maximum of five stars. While one cannot expect individual platforms to voluntarily

put in place mechanisms to curb ratings inflation if that means that a platform is going to lose

out in the competition, a regulator could, at least in principle, consider separating the provision

of ratings and reviews from retail platform business. This would not only remove direct incentives

to let the ratings become inflated but also make it easier for new entrants to enter the market as

they could tap into the same pool of ratings and reviews that the incumbents use.

Fourth, we observe that the number of ratings does not seem to mitigate the impact of diverging

average ratings across platforms, which adds to the mixed results about the impact of the number

of ratings on consumer behavior (Blal and Sturman 2014, Watson et al. 2018, Zimmermann et al.

2018). This is especially concerning in a case of new businesses that enter a platform, which, despite

offering quality products and services, may get a low first rating due to randomness. To increase

the chances of success for new businesses, platforms may consider hiding the average rating until

sufficient number of ratings is collected. For example, the restaurant booking platform OpenTable

is currently using this approach.

This over-reaction to averages based on small samples is also concerning for new platforms. If

consumers are not giving the benefit of doubt to a new platform with fewer ratings than incum-

bent platforms with vendor ratings compressed toward the maximum, then the entrant whose

average vendor ratings will likely vary more is at particular disadvantage against more established

competitors. Such problems could again be mitigated by using a third-party ratings provider.

6.2. Theoretical and Methodological Contributions

In information systems and marketing literature, spillover effects are usually studied as product,

company, or brand-related events that influence proximate entities occupying the same vertical
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position in the value chain. We add to these findings by identifying a spillover effect that takes

place between entities occupying different vertical positions in the value chain. In our setting, the

vertical spillover effect results from consumers transferring a comparative mindset activated in a

vendor selection context to a platform choice context and concomitantly misinterpreting diverging

average ratings for the same vendor between platforms as a signal about relative platform quality.

It is intuitive although not particularly surprising that consumers are not always able to attribute

quality signals from average ratings sharply to the assessed entity and that the perceptions of

vendor quality can have a halo on the surrounding platform context (Borah and Tellis 2016). What

makes the vertical spillover effect theoretically important is that it affects the competition between

platforms and, consequently, feeds back to the ratings in the form of ratings inflation.

Previous studies suggest that online ratings can become a strategic asset in platform competition

(Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006, Kathuria and Lai 2018), and that the ratings tend to become inflated

over time (Athey et al. 2019, Filippas et al. 2020, Hu et al. 2009, Kokkodis 2021, Nosko and Tadelis

2015, Zervas et al. 2020). Our results reveal an important connection between these two phenomena

by showing that a platform that has higher average vendor ratings can ’steal’ transactions from

a competitor that has lower average ratings for the same vendors due to the vertical spillover

effect. Accordingly, a platform that has lower but perhaps more accurate average ratings may end

up suffering from virtual showrooming if consumers use information provided by the platform for

choosing from which vendor to buy but then conduct the transaction on another platform. Our

experimental design controls for the platform attributes that are part of the treatment as nuisance

variables, and for a priori preference for GrubHub over Yelp among our subjects. This means

that we do not make an unrealistic assumption that different platforms would offer an identical

consumption experience but instead show that consumers are, all other things being equal, more

likely to choose to buy from a platform where a vendor has a higher average rating. Providing

more accurate but lower ratings can therefore be disadvantageous to a retail platform when both

vendors and consumers multihome.
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Literature identifies vendor manipulation as one of the main reasons for ratings inflation (Fradkin

et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2009, Lee and Kai 2020). It is obvious why individual vendors are interested

in boosting their own ratings, but the literature does not explain what motivates platform owners

to let the ratings become inflated. We fill this gap by showing that a platform can gain competitive

advantage from higher average vendor ratings due to a vertical spillover effect, which offers a

strategic incentive for platform owners to tolerate behavior that contributes to ratings inflation.

The result extend the findings about the capacity of positive fake reviews to boost platform sales

in the short term (Wang et al. 2020) by showing the strategic nature of ratings inflation when

both sides multihome. If combating ratings manipulation is costly (as one would expect), then a

platform that strives to offer accurate ratings may effectively invest in operations that hurt itself

in competition with those who adopt a more relaxed policy toward vendors who manipulate their

ratings. This means that the average ratings are particularly prone to become inflated whenever

both vendors and consumers multihome on several platforms, eroding the usefulness of the standard

5-star ratings system in the long run.

Finally, the way our study combines a stated preferences method and incentive aligned experi-

ments allows us to make further remarks about the relative merits of the two methods for studying

consumer reactions the 5-star system. The former method is widely used in marketing and infor-

mation systems research as well as in the industry, where ’would you’ type customer surveys often

provide input for important marketing and design decisions. By contrast, there are a number of

reasons why it is not always possible to conduct incentive aligned experiments. In our study, the

stated preferences method yields results that are consistent with the incentive aligned experiments

with respect to the platform choice, although, as one would expect, the data is less noisy in the

incentive aligned experiment compared to the stated preferences experiments. The ’noisier’ subject

choices imply that the stated preferences method requires many more subjects, but even as such it

is often significantly less costly and more flexible to implement than the incentive aligned method.
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6.3. Concluding Remarks

In this study, we have shown that diverging average ratings for the same vendor across competing

platforms can trigger a vertical spillover effect that influences platform choice when both side of

a retail platform multihome. The vertical spillover effect can give a competitive advantage to a

platform with higher average ratings, which motivates platform owners to let the ratings become

inflated. The results indicate that platforms need to govern their ratings systems strategically and

that increasing competition between platforms may threaten the integrity of the standard 5-star

ratings system as a reliable source of information about product quality. To this end, Filippas et al.

(2020, p. 1) speculate that ratings systems ”sow the seeds of their own irrelevance” by becoming

increasingly toothless due to the inflation of average ratings. More studies are needed to fully

understand potentially self-defeating dynamics affecting the familiar 5-star system that has become

a standard feature of most retail platforms.
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Appendix. Data Collection Instrument

Figure 3 Subjects’ choice screen in the incentivized experiments.


